Purpose -This paper aims to serve two main purposes. In the first instance it aims to it provide an overview addressing the state-of-the-art in the area of activity recognition, in particular, in the area of object-based activity recognition. This will provide the necessary material to inform relevant research communities of the latest developments in this area in addition to providing a reference for researchers and system developers who ware working towards the design and development of activity-based context aware applications. In the second instance this paper introduces a novel approach to activity recognition based on the use of ontological modeling, representation and reasoning, aiming to consolidate and improve existing approaches in terms of scalability, applicability and easy-of-use.
real-world SH prototypes (Nugent, 2008) . Within a SH the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) of its inhabitants, usually the elderly or disabled, can be monitored and analysed so that personalized context-aware assistive living can be provided.
Activity recognition has emerged as a decisive research issue related to the successful realisation of intelligent pervasive environments. This relates to the fact that activities in a pervasive environment provide important contextual information and any intelligent behaviour of such an environment must be relevant to the user's context and ongoing activities. Activity recognition has been an active and fast growing research area. Whilst early work focused on the monitoring and analysis of visual information, such as images and surveillance videos, as a means to recognise activities, recent research has moved towards the use of multiple miniature dense sensors embedded within environments. These sensors are used to acquire the contextual data required for the process of activity recognition. Accordingly, a multitude of approaches and algorithms have been proposed and studied with the main differences between each being the manner in which the activities are modeled, represented, reasoned and used. This goal of this paper aims to serve two main purposes: Firstly it aims to present an up to date summary of the state-of-the-art in activity recognition. We describe various existing approaches and their underlying algorithms. In particular we discuss and analyse dense sensor based activity recognition. Special emphasis is placed on approaches which utilize ontologies to enable and facilitate activity recognition. Secondly, the paper introduces the concept of a domain knowledge driven approach to activity recognition. The approach adopts ontological modeling as the conceptual backbone covering the lifecycle of activity recognition in a sensorised pervasive environment. The compelling feature of the proposed approach is that activity recognition is performed through direct semantic reasoning making extensive use of semantic descriptions and domain knowledge. The approach supports progressive activity recognition at both coarse-grained and fine-grained levels.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the state-of-the-art in activity recognition. Section 3 introduces a domain knowledge-driven ontology-based approach to activity recognition. Section 4 analyses the nature of ADLs in a smart home environment and presents ADL ontologies. Section 5 describes activity recognition algorithms. We outline an exemplar case study in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.
The state of the art
Activity recognition is the process whereby an actor's behavior and his/her situated environment are monitored and analysed to infer the undergoing activity(ies). It comprises many different tasks, namely activity modeling, behavior and environment monitoring, data processing and pattern recognition. To perform activity recognition, it is therefore necessary to
(1) create computational activity models in a way that allows software systems/agents to conduct reasoning and manipulation.
(2) monitor and capture a user's behavior along with the state change of the environment.
(3) process perceived information through aggregation and fusion to generate a high-level abstraction of context or situation.
(4) decide which activity recognition algorithm to use, and finally (5) carry out pattern recognition to determine the performed activity.
Researchers from different application domains have investigated activity recognition for the past decade by developing a diversity of approaches and techniques for each of these core tasks. Based on the way these tasks are undertaken, we broadly classify activity recognition into the following categories.
Activity recognition approaches
Monitoring an actor's behavior along with changes in the environment is a critical task in activity recognition. This monitoring process is responsible for capturing relevant contextual information for activity recognition systems to infer an actor's activity. In terms of the way and data type of these monitoring facilities, there are currently two main activity recognition approaches; vision-based activity recognition and sensor-based activity recognition.
Vision-based activity recognition uses visual sensing facilities, e.g., camera-based surveillance systems, to monitor an actor's behavior and its environment changes (Ivano, 2000; Stauffer, 2000; Bodor, 2003; Fiore, Ontology-based Activity Recognition in Intelligent Pervasive Environments 5 2008). It exploits computer vision techniques to analyse visual observations for pattern recognition. Visionbased activity recognition has been a research focus for a long period of time due to its important role in areas such as human-computer interaction, user interface design, robot learning and surveillance. Researchers have used a wide variety of modalities, such as single camera, stereo and infra-red, to capture activity contexts. In addition, they have investigated a number of application scenarios, e.g., single actor or group tracking and recognition. The typical computational process of vision-based activity recognition is usually composed of four steps, namely object (or human) detection, behavior tracking, activity recognition and finally a high-level activity evaluation. While considerable work has been undertaken and significant progress has been made, vision-based activity recognition approaches suffer from issues related to scalability and reusability due to the complexity of real world settings, e.g., highly varied activities in natural environment. In addition, as cameras are generally used as recording devices, the invasiveness of this approach as perceived by some also prevent it from large-scale uptake in some applications, e.g., home environments.
Sensor-based activity recognition exploits the emerging sensor network technologies to monitor an actor's behaviour along with their environment. The sensor data which are collected are usually analysed using data mining and machine learning techniques to build activity models and perform further means of pattern recognition. In this approach, sensors can be attached to either an actor under observation or objects that constitute the environment. Sensors attached to humans, i.e., wearable sensors often use inertial measurement units (e.g. accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers), vital sign processing devices (heart rate, temperature) and RFID tags to gather an actor's behavioural information. Activity recognition based on wearable sensors has been extensively used in the recognition of human physical movements (Bao, 2004; Huynh, 2008; Patterson, 2005; Lee 2002; Parkka, 2006) . Activities such as walking, running, sitting down/up, climbing or physical exercises, are generally characterised by a distinct, often periodic, motion pattern.
The wearable sensor based approach is effective and also relatively inexpensive for data acquisition and activity recognition for certain types of human activities, mainly human physical movements. Nevertheless, it suffers from two drawbacks. Firstly, most wearable sensors are not applicable in real world application scenarios due to technical issues such as size, ease of use and battery life in conjunction with the general issue of acceptability or willingness of the use to wear them. Secondly, many activities in real world situations involve complex physical 6 Liming Chen, Chris Nugent motions and complex interactions with the environment. Sensor observations from wearable sensors alone may not be able to differentiate activities involving simple physical movements, e.g., making tea and making coffee.
To address these issues object-based activity recognition, has emerged as one mainstream approach (Philipose, 2004 ). The approach is based on real world observations that activities are characterised by the objects that are manipulated during their operation. Simple sensors can often provide powerful clues about the activity being undertaken. As such it is assumed that activities can be recognised from sensor data that monitor human interactions with objects in the environment.
Object-based activity recognition has attracted increasing attention as low-cost low-power intelligent sensors, wireless communication networks and pervasive computing infrastructures become technically mature and financially affordable. It has been, in particular, under vigorous investigation in the creation of intelligent pervasive environments for ambient assisted living (AAL), i.e., the SH paradigm (Nugent, 2008; Chan, 2008; Helal, 2005) . Sensors in a SH can monitor an inhabitant's movements and environmental events so that assistive agents can infer the undergoing activities based on the sensor observations, thus providing just-in-time contextaware ADL assistance. For instance, a switch sensor in the bed can strongly suggest sleeping, and pressure mat sensors can be used for tracking the movement and position of people within the environment.
It is worth pointing out that the approaches described above may be suitable for different applications. Taking this into account it is not possible to say that one approach is superior to the other. The suitability and performance is in the end down to the nature of the type of activities being assessed and the characteristics of the concrete applications. In most cases they are complementary and can be used in combination in order to yield optimal recognition results.
Activity recognition algorithms
Activity recognition algorithms can be broadly divided into two major strands. The first one is based on machine learning techniques, including both supervised and unsupervised learning methods, which primarily use probabilistic and statistical reasoning. Supervised learning requires the use of labelled data upon which an algorithm is trained. Following training the algorithm is then able to classify unknown data. The general procedure using a supervised learning algorithm for activity recognition includes several steps, namely, (1) (2) to determine the input data features and its representation, (3) to aggregate data from multiple data sources and transform them into the application-dependent features, e.g., through data fusion, noise elimination, dimension reduction and data normalization, (4) to divide the data into a training set and a test set, (5) to train the recognition algorithm on the training set, (6) to test the classification performance of the trained algorithm on the test set, and finally (7) to apply the algorithm in the context of activity recognition. It is common to repeat steps (4) to (7) with different partitioning of the training and test sets in order to achieve better generalisation with the recognition models. There are a wide range of algorithms and models for supervised learning and activity recognition. These include Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) (Patterson, 2005; Ward, 2006; Boger, 2005) , dynamic and naïve Bayes networks (Philipose, 2004; Wang, 2007 , Albrecht, 1998 , decision trees (Tapia, 2007) , nearest neighbour (Lee, 2002) and support vector machines (SVMs) (Huynh, 2007) . Among them HMMs and Bayes networks are the most commonly used methods in activity recognition.
Unsupervised learning on the other hand tries to directly construct recognition models from unlabeled data. The basic idea is to manually assign a probability to each possible activity and to predefine a stochastic model that can update these likelihoods according to new observations and to the known state of the system. Such an approach employs density estimation methods, i.e., to estimate the properties of the underlying probability density or clustering techniques, to discover groups of similar examples to create learning models. The general procedure for unsupervised learning typically includes (1) to acquire unlabeled sensor data, (2) to aggregate and transforming the sensor data into features, and (3) to model the data using either density estimation or clustering methods. Algorithms for unsupervised learning include the use of graphical models (Liao, 2007) and multiple eigenspaces (Huynh, 2006) . A number of unsupervised learning methods are also based on probabilistic reasoning such as various variants of HMMs and Bayes networks. The main difference between unsupervised and supervised probabilistic techniques is that, instead of using a pre-established stochastic model to update the activity likelihood, supervised learning algorithms keep a trace of their previous observed experiences and use them to dynamically learn the parameters of the stochastic activity models. This enables them to create a predictive model based on the observed agent's activity profiles.
A major strength of the activity recognition algorithms that are based on probabilistic learning models is that they are capable of handling noisy, uncertain and incomplete sensor data. Probabilities can be used to model 8 Liming Chen, Chris Nugent uncertainty and also to capture domain heuristics, e.g., some activities are more likely than others. The limitation of the unsupervised learning probabilistic methods lies in the assignment of these handcrafted probabilistic parameters for the computation of the activity likelihood. They are usually static and highly activity-dependent.
The disadvantage of supervised learning in the case of probabilistic methods is that they require a large amount of labelled training and test data. In addition, to learn each activity in a probabilistic model for a large diversity of activities in real world application scenarios could be deemed as being computationally expensive. The resulting models are often ad-hoc, not reusable and scalable due to the variation of the individual's behaviour and their environments.
The second strand of activity recognition algorithms is based on logical modelling and reasoning. The rationale of logical approaches is to exploit logical knowledge representation for activity and sensor data modelling, and to use logical reasoning to perform activity recognition. The general procedure of a logical approach includes (1) to use a logical formalism to explicitly define and describe a library of activity models for all possible activities in a domain, (2) to aggregate and transform sensor data into logical terms and formula, and (3) to perform logical reasoning, e.g., deduction, abduction and subsumption, to extract a minimal set of covering models of interpretation from the activity model library based on a set of observed actions, which could explain the observations.
There exist a number of logical modelling methods and reasoning algorithms in terms of logical theories and representation formalisms. For example, Kauz (Kautz, 1991) adopted first-order axioms to build a library of hierarchical plans for plan recognition. Wobke (Wobke, 2002 ) extended Kauz's work using situation theory to address the different probabilities of inferred plans. Bouchard (Bouchard, 2006) used action Description Logic (DL) and lattice theory for plan recognition with particular emphasis on the modelling and reasoning of plan intra-dependencies. Chen (0) exploited the event theory -a logical formalism, for explicit specification, manipulation and reasoning of events, to formalise an activity domain for activity recognition and assistance.
The major strength of Chen's work is its capabilities to handle temporal issues and undecidability. Logical activity modelling and reasoning is semantically clear and elegant in computational reasoning. It is also relatively easy to incorporate domain knowledge and heuristics for activity models and data fusion. The weakness of logical approaches is their inability or inherent infeasibility to represent fuzziness and uncertainty.
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Most of them offer no mechanism for deciding whether one particular model is more effective than another, as long as both of them can be consistent enough to explain the actions observed. There is also a lack of learning ability associated with logic based methods.
Ontology-based activity recognition
Using ontologies for activity recognition is a recent endeavor and has gained growing interest. In the visionbased activity recognition community, researchers have realized that symbolic activity definitions based on manual specification of a set of rules suffer from limitations in their applicability, i.e., the definitions are only deployable to the scenarios for which they have been designed. There is a need for an explicit commonly agreed representation of activity definitions, i.e., ontologies, for activities that are independent of algorithmic choices, thus facilitating portability, interoperability and reuse and sharing of both underlying technologies and systems.
As such, researchers have proposed ontologies for specific domains of visual surveillance. For example, Chen (Chen, 2004) proposed an ontology for analyzing social interaction in nursing homes; Hakeem et al. (Hakeem, 2004) used ontolgoies for the classification of meeting videos, and Georis et al. (Georis, 2004) for activities in a bank monitoring setting. To consolidate these efforts and to build a common knowledge base of domain ontologies, a collaborative initiative has been made to define ontologies for six domains of video surveillance.
This has led to a video event ontology (Hobbs, 2004) and the corresponding representation language (Francois, 2005) . For instance, Akdemir (Akdemir, 2008) used the video event ontologies for activity recognition in both bank and car park monitoring scenarios. In principle these studies use ontologies to provide common terms as building primitives for activity definitions. Activity recognition is performed using individually preferred algorithms, such as rule-based systems (Hakeem, 2004) and finite-state machines (Akdemir, 2008) .
In the object-based activity recognition community, ontologies have been utilised to construct reliable activity models. Such models are able to match an unknown sensor reading with a word in an ontology which is related to the sensor event. For example, a Mug sensor event could be substituted by a Cup event in the activity model "MakeTea" as it uses a Cup. This is particularly useful to address model incompleteness and multiple representations of terms. For example, Tapia (Tapia, 2006 ) generated a large object ontology based on functional similarity between objects from WordNet, which can complete mined activity models from the Web with similar objects. Yamada (Yamada, 2007) used ontologies to represent objects in an activity space. By exploiting semantic relationships between things, the reported approach can automatically detect possible activities even given a variety of object characteristics including multiple representation and variability. Similar to vision-based activity recognition, these studies mainly use ontologies to provide activity descriptors for activity definitions.
Activity recognition is performed based on probabilistic and/or statistical reasoning (Yamada, 2007; Tapia, 2006 ).
More recently, ontology based modelling and representation has been applied in pervasive computing and in particular Ambient Assisted Living. For example, Latfi et al. (Latfi, 2007) proposed an ontological architecture of a telehealth based SH aiming at high-level intelligent applications for elderly persons suffering from loss of cognitive autonomy. Michael et al. (Michael, 2007) developed an ontology-centred design approach to create a reliable and scalable ambient middleware. Chen et al. (Chen, 2009 ) pioneered the notion of semantic smart homes in an attempt to leverage the full potential of semantic technologies in the entire lifecycle of assistive living i.e. from data modelling, content generation, activity representation, processing techniques and technologies to assist with the provision and deployment. While these endeavours, together with existing work in both vision-and object-based activity recognition, provide solid technical underpinnings for ontological data, object, sensor modelling and representation, there is a gap between semantic descriptions of events/objects related to activities and semantic reasoning for activity recognition. Ontologies are currently used as a mapping mechanism for multiple terms of an object as in (Tapia, 2006) or the categorisation of terms as in (Yamada, 2007) or a common conceptual template for data integration, interoperability and reuse as in (Latfi, 2007; Michael, 2007; Chen, 2009) . Specifically, there is a lack of activity ontologies, i.e., explicit conceptualisation of activities and their interrelationships.
We contend that an ontology-based activity recognition approach offers several compelling features: Firstly, ontological ADL models can capture and encode rich domain knowledge and heuristics in a machine understandable and processable way. This enables knowledge based intelligent processing at a higher degree of automation. Secondly, DL-based descriptive reasoning along a time line can support incremental progressive activity recognition and assistance as an ADL unfolds. The two levels of abstraction in activity modelling, i.e., concepts and instances, also allow coarse-grained and fine-grained activity assistance. Thirdly, as the ADL profile of an inhabitant is essentially a set of instances of ADL concepts, it provides an easy and flexible way to Ontology-based Activity Recognition in Intelligent Pervasive Environments 11 capture a user's activity preferences and styles, thus facilitating personalised ADL assistance. Finally, the unified modelling, representation and reasoning for ADL modelling, recognition and assistance makes it natural and straightforward to support the integration and interoperability between contextual information and ADL recognition. This will support systematic coordinated system development by making use of seamless integration and synergy of a wide range of data and technologies. In the following sections we use SH based ambient assisted living to further illustrate these concepts within the realms of ontological activity recognition.
An ontology-based approach to activity recognition in AAL
Activity ontologies are the explicit representation of a hierarchy of activities that consists of activity types and their relationships in a problem domain. Activities in activity ontologies are modeled not only based on objects, environmental elements and events but also the interrelationships between them, such as is-a or part-of relations.
This allows an assistive system/agent to take advantage of semantic reasoning directly to infer activities rather than using the traditional probabilistic methods. Ontological activity recognition is closer to the logical approach in nature. It uses a logic based markup language, e.g. OWL or RDF (OWL, 2003) for specifying activities, and their descriptors and relationships. The major strength of ontology-based activity recognition is that the explicit commonly shared specification of terms and relationships for all relevant entities, e.g., objects, environment elements and events, facilitates interoperability, reusability and portability of the models between different systems and application domains.
We conceive a system architecture for the realisation of the proposed ontology-centred approach, as shown in "Take in Figure 1" -Figure 1 . The system architecture Activity recognition is performed through a description logic based reasoner (the components in the middle column). The reasoner takes as inputs the semantic descriptions of a situation and performs reasoning against the ADL ontologies to provide incremental progressive activity recognition. To support fine-grained activity recognition, concrete sensor observations will be bound with context models to create an activity's description.
By reasoning the descriptions against an inhabitant's personal ADL profile, specific personalized activities can be recognised. A full discussion related to activity assistance is beyond the scope of this paper.
As most ADLs in the context of ambient assisted living are daily routines with abundant common sense patterns and heuristics from medical observations and psychological behavioral studies (James, 2008 ) (WHO), it is reasonable and straightforward to construct an ontological activity model using a description language. This avoids problems suffered by probabilistic algorithms such as the lack of large amounts of observation data, inflexibility, i.e. each activity model needs to be computationally learned, and reusability, i.e. one person's activity model may be different from others. Using ontological modeling the creation of user activity profiles is equivalent to creating activity instances in terms of a user's preferences and styles of performing ADLs. Hence it Ontology-based Activity Recognition in Intelligent Pervasive Environments 13 is relatively straightforward to undertake and is also scalable to a large number of users and activities in comparison with traditional approaches.
Ontological activity modeling
Ontological modeling is the process to (1) explicitly specify key concepts and the relationships among them for a problem domain and (2) build a hierarchical structure to encode the concepts and their interrelations using the commonly shared terms in the problem domain. The resulting ontologies are essentially shared knowledge models that enhance the capabilities of automated processing and the level of automation by allowing machines or agents to interpret data/information and reason against ontological context, thus enabling knowledge based intelligent decision support. In addition, ontologies facilitate interoperability and integration in terms of the shared structure and terminology. These features make ontological modeling increasingly popular for SH to provide automatic cognitive assistance.
ADLs may be viewed, in simplistic terms as the things we normally undertake in daily living such as self-care, leisure activities and eating/drinking to name but a few. They have some general characteristics. Firstly, they can be conceptualized at different levels of granularity. For example, Grooming can be considered to be comprised of sub-activities Washing, Brushing and Applying Make-up. There are usually a "is a" and "part of" relationship between a primitive and composite ADL. Secondly, ADLs are usually performed in specific circumstances, i.e. in a specific environment with specific objects for specific purposes. For example, people go to bed in a bedroom at a specific time for example around 8pm for a child or around 11pm for an adult; meals are made in kitchen with a cooker and may occur three times a day. This may be viewed as common sense domain knowledge and heuristics. Thirdly, people have different lifestyles, habits or abilities. ADLs may be carried out with variations in one or another way. For example, a drink could be a white coffee, black coffee, a tea or a specific type of tea. As such ADLs can be categorized as generalized ADLs applicable to all and specialized ADLs with subtlety between individuals. Obviously a computational ADL model should be able to capture and encode these relationships and variations so that software agents can derive and use them for reasoning as humans. We believe that ontological modeling is the most suitable approach to ADL modeling in terms of the SH's nature, characteristics and its application scenarios.
We have developed a conceptual activity model as shown in Figure 2 . Apart from the name and textual description, an activity can be described by a number of properties that relate an activity to other physical objects and conceptual entities. As can be seen from Figure 2 , properties like time, location and actor represent the context within which the activity takes place. Properties such as conditions and effects represent the causal and/or functional relations that are used for inference during activity level reasoning. Subclass and superclass properties denote the type and interrelationship between activities. Given the diversity of ADLs this conceptual model will serve as a base model and can be extended to cover ADLs at multiple levels of abstraction. "Take in Figure 2" -Figure 2 . The conceptual activity model The above conceptual activity models can be structured and represented in a formal ADL ontology -see Figure   3 . The ADL ontology consists of an activity hierarchy in which each node, also called a class, denotes a type of activity. Each class is described with a number of properties. A property is defined by specifying its domain and range. The domain refers to all classes that can be described by the property and the range refers to all classes whose instances can be assigned to the property. A property describes a class using either a literal or an instance of another class as its value, thus linking two classes. Sub-classes can inherit all properties from its super-class.
This essentially gives rise to a description based activity model. If the fillers of a number of properties are observed and linked to form a description, i.e. a specific context, the unknown activity described by the perceived properties can then be inferred through descriptive reasoning against the ADL ontologies. As such, the whole process of assisted living ranging from low-level sensor data collection, middle-level data fusion, interpretation and high-level activity reasoning can be streamlined in a unified modelling, representation and reasoning formalism. This facilitates an integrated systematic approach to assistive system development. In addition, assistive functions can be realised at a high degree of automation by exploiting the machine understandability and processability of semantic content. As context ontologies have been previously studied, e.g., (Preuveneers, 2004) or in related works such as (Yamada, 2007; Tapia, 2006) , we shall not discuss our work in this area in any further detail here.
Ontological activity recognition
Ontological activity modeling generates an ADL repository consisting of ADL ontologies and users' activity profiles. ADL ontologies use properties to specify relationships between activities and other entities. Figure 4 shows an exemplar MakeDrink ADL class hierarchy which forms the basis for discussion in the following
sections. An activity model in the ADL ontologies is a concept described by a number of properties. For example, the MakeDrink activity is described with two inherited properties hasActor and hasLocation, and two specific properties hasContainer and hasAddings. An inhabitant's ADL profile is actually a set of ADL instances incorporating the user's preferences and life styles. For example, an inhabitant ADL profile may contain a MakeHotDrink instance with properties hasActor(theUser), hasLocation(kitchen), hasContainer(cup), hasHotDrinkType(coffee) and hasAddings(milk). Similarly a situation is an instance of the context concept in the context ontologies that are described by the same ontological entities in a SH such as time, location and the involved objects. As such a situation can be computationally created by linking sensor observations to properties of the context ontologies. For example, the activation of the contact sensors in a cup and milk bottle means that the cup and milk have been used in an ADL. Given a situation at a specific time, e.g. hasTime(10am), hasLocation(kitchen), hasContainer(cup) and hasAddings(milk), we can reasonably assume that there is an unknown ADL atv corresponding to this situation. If the closest ADL class in the ADL ontologies that contains as many perceived properties as possible can be found, e.g. MakeDrink, then it can be the type of ADL for the identified situation. Theoretically this activity recognition process amounts to the task of subsumption reasoning in Description Logic (DL).
In our proposed ontological activity recognition, once SH knowledge repositories consisting of context and ADL ontologies and individuals, as described in Section 4, are generated, an assistive system/agent can perform activity recognition using DL enabled inference reasoner (Horrocks, 1999; Maedche, 2002) . Specifically, activity recognition can be mapped to equivalency and subsumption reasoning in DL, i.e. to test if two ADL concepts are equivalent or if an ADL concept is subsumed by another ADL concept. "Take in Figure 4" -Figure 4 . The MakeDrink ADL class hierarchy Suppose that we create SH knowledge repositories KR(T, A), which consists of a set of terminological axioms T, i.e. schema sentences formed by OWL constructs and ontological concepts and a set of assertional Ontology-based Activity Recognition in Intelligent Pervasive Environments 17 axioms A, i.e. ground facts (instances). The activity recognition algorithm in our approach can be described as follows:
a. Monitor and collect sensor readings and map them to corresponding properties defined in ontologies; b. Use context and ADL ontologies to aggregate and fuse multiple sensor observations to create a situation at individual time points; c. Describe the activity to be recognized, denoted as ATV, at two levels of abstraction. ATV-C denotes the conceptual description of ATV whereas ATV-I denotes its instances that bind properties with sensor readings; d. Use a DL reasoner to check whether ATV-C is equivalent to any atomic concept REC-ATV in T. If this is the case, go to step e, otherwise go to step g; e. If ATV-C is equivalent to an atomic activity concept REC-ATV, then we can recognise REC-ATV as the type of the ongoing activity. But we still need to decide whether it is an abstract activity such as "MakeDrink" or a specific activity, e.g. "MakeTea"; f. Use a DL reasoner to compute the set of atomic activity concepts SUB-ATV-SET in T subsumed by REC-ATV. These are the equivalents and descendants of REC-ATV in T.
i.
If SUB-ATV-SET is empty, this means REC-ATV has no sub-activity concepts and REC-ATV is a specific activity, e.g. "MakeTea".
ii.
If SUB-ATV-SET is not empty, this means REC-ATV has sub-activity concepts and REC-ATV is an abstract activity, e.g. MakeDrink. In this case, a general activity can be recognised such as "MakeDrink". It will need further sensor data to decide which sub-activity the ATV-C is, e.g. to decide it is "MakeColdDrink" or "MakeHotDrink". This allows incremental activity recognition.
g. If ATV-C is not equivalent to any atomic activity concept, use the DL reasoner to compute the most specific atomic concepts MSC-ATV in T subsuming ATV-C. In essence, the MSC-ATV is the direct super-concept of ATV-C;
h. Use the DL reasoner to compute the set of atomic activity concepts SUB-ATV-SET in T subsumed by MSC-ATV. These are the equivalents and descendants of MSC-ATV in T;
i.
If SUB-ATV-SET is empty, this means MSC-ATV has no sub-activity concepts and MSC-ATV is a leaf activity, e.g. "MakeTea". But the activity has not been completed. This means the approach can recognise activities with incomplete sensor data.
If SUB-ATV-SET is not empty, the activity recognition process will be similar to the case in f (ii)
with MSC-ATV replacing REC-ATV.
The key feature of the above activity recognition algorithm is that it supports incremental progressive activity recognition. Activity classes in ADL ontologies are structured in a hierarchical tree with sub-classes inheriting all properties from their super-classes. The closer to the leaf of the class tree the more properties with which the activity is described, and the more specific the activity is. When an ADL unfolds in a real world along the temporal dimension, the contextual information related to the ADL will be captured incrementally. With less contextual information, e.g. at the initial stage of the ADL, subsumption reasoning can only classify the ADL to a generic activity class. Nevertheless, as the ADL progresses, more contextual information will become available to enable the identification of a more specific activity class. As such by performing ADL subsumption reasoning dynamically along a timeline it is able to recognize an ongoing ADL progressively.
To illustrate the algorithm, consider the following scenario. Suppose that the contact sensor attached to a cup is activated. This means that the cup, as an instance of Container, is used in an ADL. As the Container class is the range of the hasContainer property, it can be inferred that the hasContainer property is assigned the value cup.
Since the hasContainer property is used to describe the MakeDrink class, it can be inferred that a MakeDrink ADL has taken place. Though it is not possible to ascertain whether the ADL is MakeHotDrink or MakeColdDrink as both ADLs have the hasContainer property, based on limited sensory information the system can still identify high level ADLs, i.e. the inhabitant is performing a MakeDrink ADL. If, as the ADL unfolds, we obtain sensor data about the use of coffee, then we can determine that the inhabitant is making a hot drink.
From what we have described above, it is apparent that the proposed approach can monitor the unfolding of an ADL and incrementally recognize the ultimate ADL, which may be considered as not being possible with other approaches.
6 The case study
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We use the "MakeDrink" ADL as an application scenario to demonstrate the proposed approach to ADL recognition. In the case study we firstly build SH ontologies using the Protégé ontology editor (Protégé) covering both context and ADL classes. Figure 5 shows the Kitchen ADL class, in particular, the MakeDrink ADL class hierarchy and their main properties in the class matrix in Protégé. This is actually the formal model of Figure 2 that serves as computational ADL models with inherent domain knowledge.
The MakeDrink scenario is designed based on our Smart Lab (Nugent, 2008) environment that consists of a real kitchen. In the kitchen various sensors are attached to objects pertaining to ADLs. For example, contact sensors are attached to the entry door, containers of teabag, sugar, milk, coffee and chocolate, and a cup. The activation of a sensor indicates the occurrence of an action involving the object to which the sensor is attached.
The event will be interpreted and mapped to a corresponding concept or property in the SH ontologies giving specific contextual information. For instance, the activation of a door sensor means that the location of a user is in kitchen. The activation of a coffee container means that coffee is used for an ADL as a drink type. Other sensors such as motion detectors and pressure sensors are also used in the lab for various purposes, e.g. the detection of an inhabitant and their exact location. To simplify the description, we only use a number of properties to illustrate the mechanism in the following manner.
The scenario runs as follows: In first instance the kitchen door sensor is activated. Then the system detects the activation of the sensors attached to a cup, a teabag container and a milk bottle in a temporal sequence. Suppose no other sensors were activated during this period that the above sensors become active. The question is therefore which ADL just took place?
"Take in Figure For example, the activation of a contact sensor in a sugar container is mapped to the "used" state for the hasEntityState property of the Sugar class. As the Sugar class is a subclass of the Addings class in the ontology and the Addings class is a filler class for the hasAdding property, this means that an anonymous ADL has the hasAdding property. In this way, the sequence of sensor activations in the above scenario can denote an anonymous ADL that is described by the following contextual properties, i.e. hasLocation, hasContainer, hasAdding and hasHotDrinkType. Based on the situational context and the context ontologies, ADL inference can be performed in a number of ways, which are described below using Protégé Version 4.
ADL Recognition: The ADL recognition algorithm described in Section 5 can be performed in the FaCT++ reasoner (Horrocks, 1999) that has been bundled with Protégé 4 as a backend reasoner. Protégé 4 provides a query frontend, i.e. DL Query tab through which complex query expressions can be framed. Figure 6 shows the implementation process of the ADL recognition. We first input the situational context described above into the class expression pane using a simplified OWL DL query syntax. When the Execute button is pressed, the specified context is passed onto the backend FaCT++ reasoner to reason against the ontological ADL models. The activities recognised in the above cases a and b are coarse-grained, i.e., an assistive agent can only suggest a type (class or subclass) of activity to an inhabitant as the ongoing ADL, e.g. to remind an inhabitant "are you going to make tea?". To recognise fine-grained personalised ADLs, an assistive agent needs to compare the perceived sensorised contextual information with the specified property values of the instances in the Instance pane. Figure 7 shows the main properties of the UserA_Preferred_Tea ADL. In comparison with the perceived context of cup, hot water, location and teabag, an assistive agent can recognise that the user is making a Chinesetea with skimmed milk and sugar along with a China cup. Based on fine-grained activity recognition, advice on completing the ongoing ADL can be tailored to a user's ADL preferences. It is worth pointing out that the discussions in this section are based on the simplified application scenario, i.e., "MakeDrink" ADL recognition. Its main purpose is to demonstrate the proposed approach, its implementation and operation. Though the experiments involve only part of the SH ontologies, the methods and mechanisms can be extended and applied to complex scenarios. Our experiments have been carried out using the latest Protégé toolsets. As all tools in Protégé consists of application programming interfaces, it is straightforward to develop an integrated system as outlined in Section 3.
Conclusions
There is no doubt that intelligent pervasive environments and applications will pervade future working and living spaces, transform our lives and have a impact on society. Activity recognition is becoming an increasingly important determinant to the success of context-aware personalised pervasive applications. Synergistic research efforts in various scientific disciplines, e.g., computer vision, artificial intelligence, sensor networks and wireless communication to name but a few, have brought us a diversity of approaches and methods to address this issue.
This paper has presented a focal review on the state-of-the-art of activity recognition and described their strengths and weaknesses. It becomes evident that new approaches and methods are required to deal with the sensor data of multiple modalities and the large number of activities of different nature and complexity in the context of ever-growing novel pervasive applications. In particular, such approaches and methods should tackle technical challenges in terms of their robustness to real-world conditions and real-time performance, e.g., applicability, scalability and reusability.
To this end, we introduced an ontology-based approach to activity recognition in this paper. The approach makes use of ontologies for modelling, representation and inference in the lifecycle of activity recognition, ranging from sensor, objects and activities to reasoning and recognition. We have outlined an integrated system architecture to illustrate the realisation of the proposed approach. In the context of ambient assisted living, we have analysed the nature and characteristics of ADLs and developed the concepts of ADL ontologies. We have described the algorithms of activity recognition making full use of the reasoning power of semantic modelling and representation. Compared with traditional approaches, ontological ADL models are flexible and can be easily created, customised, deployed and scaled up. Description reasoning can provide advanced features such as 
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